MISSION-CRITICAL SUPPLY SOLUTIONS

TURTLE PLASTICS®

Contact Noble: noble.com | shop.noble.com | 1.877.999.1911 | support@noble.com
Turtle Plastics is a world leader in the design and manufacturing of innovative safety stabilization products and interlocking tiles made in the USA from recycled plastic. Trusted by rescue professionals and industrial experts to keep their workforce safe.

State and local government purchasing entities can buy Turtle Plastic cribbing products from Noble through our NASPO ValuePoint state contracts. These agreements allow customers to leverage the purchasing power of all states to get preferred pricing for their own state.

Purchase Turtle Plastic products from
- Noble.com
- State Virtual Stores

**PURCHASING OPTIONS**
*There are multiple ways to shop for supplies using Noble’s State and Local Contracts.*

1. Direct from Noble
   Phone: 844-248-9077
   Fax: 1 781-871-7449
   Email: support@noble.com

2. Sign into your account on Noble.com to purchase from our e-commerce catalogs.

3. Agency virtual stores – search for Noble at your agency virtual store.
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Cribbing Blocks

Turtle Plastics designs and manufactures innovative safety products.

Full Slab™
Our heaviest capacity stabilizing recycled plastic cribbing block designed for rapid stacking of larger surface areas, such as retail, aerospace or military equipment.
- Noble Item #NAS094323
- MPN #S612-24
- Dimensions: 6” x 12” x 24”
- Product Unit Weight: 24.9kg/55lbs.
- Heavy duty capability.
- Has a specific interlocking top/bottom pad for extra protection of stack – sold separately.
- Made from recycled plastic.
- Working Load: 110,000kg/242,508lbs.
- Minimum order = 2 units

Half Slab™
A versatile heavy-duty recycled plastic cribbing block designed for rapid stacking when workspace area is narrow or tight.
- Noble Item #NAS094667
- MPN #S612-12
- Dimensions: 6” x 12” x 12”
- Product Unit Weight: 12.02kg/26.5lbs.
- Heavy duty capability.
- Has a specific interlocking top/bottom pad for extra protection of stack - sold separately.
- Made from recycled plastic.
- Working Load: 55,000kg/121,254lbs.
- Minimum order = 2 units

Prime Crib™
Our most popular heavy-duty plastic cribbing block. Features two interlocking designs: Locking “Lincoln Log” style sides and pyramid design sides which allow for additional stability and multiple stacking configurations.
- Noble Item #NAS094668
- MPN #67PC-24
- Dimensions: 6” x 7” x 24”
- Product Unit Weight: 12.24kg/27lbs.
- Heavy duty capability.
- Has a specific interlocking top/bottom pad for extra protection of stack.
- Working Load: 58,800kg/129,631lbs
- Minimum order = 4 units
CRIBBING BLOCKS

Turtle Plastics designs and manufactures innovative safety products.

Little Black Diamond Crib™
Popular with forklift service technicians or when small equipment in tight areas needs to be lifted. Has four pyramid designed sides.
- Noble Item #NAS094669
- MPN #67HDC-10
- Dimensions: 6”x7”x10”
- Product Unit Weight: 7.25kg/16lbs.
- Perfect for smaller equipment.
- Lanyard on one side of block.
- This product is also part of the IBS -R Kit.
- Working Load: 23,700kg/52,249lbs.
- Minimum order = 2 units

Hybrid Crib™
Popular with firefighters and small equipment repair technicians alike, the Hybrid Crib is our favorite product and sets the standard in light application as a recycled plastic cribbing block. This block has two surfaces in one crib: Pyramid design securely interlocks; the “Lincoln log” style sides allow for additional stability and multiple stacking configurations for vehicle extrication cribbing.
- Noble Item #NAS094670
- MPN #44PL-18
- Product Unit Weight: 2.7kg/6lbs.
- Perfect for stabilizing cars and smaller equipment.
- Has a specific interlocking top/bottom pad for extra protection of stack – sold separately.
- Working Load: 20,500 kg/45,194lbs.
- Minimum order = 4 units

Lock Blox™
Versatile stackable, interlocking plastic cribbing blocks. Use whenever a stable platform is needed on many smaller surfaces. These fit perfectly inside smaller apparatus cabinets or use with Cog Step Chock for extra height. Available in three sizes.
- MPN #1B - Dimensions 9”x9”x1”
- MPN #2B - Dimensions 9”x9”x2”
- MPN #3B - Dimensions 9”x9”x3”
- Product Unit Weight: 1B – 1.36 kg/3lbs.; 2B – 2.26kg/5lbs.; 3B – 3.17kg/7lbs.
- Unique square peg surfaces interlock with each other.
SLAB PADS

Slab Pad™
Created with high-capacity recycled plastic, this stabilizing plate is specifically for use on a stack built with Slab Crib (Mfg. Part # S612-24) plastic cribbing block(s).
- Noble Item #NAS094674
- MPN #SP24
- Dimensions: 2”x12”x24”
- Product Unit Weight: 5.44kg/12lbs.
- Has interlocking channels to fit with the top or bottom of the Slab block.
- Distributes weight over crib stack to best support lifting operations.
- Helps reduce risk of point source load failures from sharp objects.

Slab Pad Two™
Created with high-capacity recycled plastic, this stabilizing plate was created specifically for use on a double wide stack of plastic cribbing blocks.
- Noble Item #NAS094675
- MPN #SP24-2
- Dimensions: 2” x 24” x 24”
- Product Unit Weight: 18.14kg/40lbs.
- Has one full side of pyramids to interlock with pyramid side of either 2 Full Slab or 3 Prime Crib blocks when situated next to each other.
- Helps reduce risk of point source load failures from sharp objects.
- Reflective lanyard.
- Available in Black, Red or Yellow.

Half Slab Pad™
Created with high-capacity recycled plastic, this stabilizing plate was created specifically for use on a plastic cribbing blocks stack built with the Half Slab (Mfg. Part # S612-12) crib block(s).
- Noble Item #NAS094676
- MPN #SP12
- Dimensions: 2 x 12”x24”
- Product Unit Weight: 2.72kg/6lbs.
- Has interlocking channels to fit with the top or bottom of the Half Slab block.
- Distributes weight over crib stack to best support lifting operations.
- Helps reduce risk of point source load failures from sharp objects.
SLAB PADS

Prime Crib Stack Pad™
Created with high-capacity recycled plastic, this stabilizing plate was created specifically for use on a plastic cribbing blocks stack built with the Prime Crib MPN # 67PC-24 crib block(s).
• Noble Item #NAS094677
• MPN #PCP24
• Dimensions: 2” x 24” x 24”
• Product Unit Weight: 2.72kg/6lbs.
• Has interlocking channels to fit with the top or bottom of the Full Slab block.
• Distributes weight over crib stack to best support lifting operations.
• Helps reduce risk of point source load failures from sharp objects.
• Reflective lanyard.

Jack Pad
Created with high capacity recycled plastic, this stabilizing plate for heavy duty jack stands was developed specifically for use with a cylinder jack to protect under crib stack from the point source load created by the jack. Ideal as a fire apparatus outrigger pad.
• Noble Item #NAS094678
• MPN #JP
• Dimensions: 2” x 10” x 10”
• Product Unit Weight: 3.17kg/7lbs.
• Smooth profile on both sides.
• Distributes weight over crib stack to best support jacking operations.
• Helps reduce risk of point source load failures from sharp objects.
• Reflective lanyard.
• PSI: 3,000
Rizers™

Indispensable ramp safety product for track vehicles, forklifts, lo-boys, fire apparatus, auto transport, or vehicle inspection.
- Inexpensive repair tool for indoor/outdoor use.
- Ergonomically designed, durable, and portable.
- Lighter weight than steel ramps.

4 Inch Rizer
- Noble Item #NAS094714
- MPN #RZ-44-1-10
- Dimensions 4” x 4” x 36”

6 Inch Rizer
- Noble Item #NAS094715
- MPN #RZ-66-1-10
- Dimensions 6”X6”X36”

Big Foot Rizer™

Rizers are safety solutions for loading low-boy track vehicles. Portable and durable, they are ideal for use in mining, military, utilities, and road construction. The loading Big Foot Loading Rizers are made of heavy-duty recycled plastic construction with a 45° angle grade. Three stock sizes to choose from.
- Noble Item #NAS094713
- MPN #RZ-BF3-1
- Dimension: 8”x16 ½” x 24”
- Weight: 36.74 kg/81lbs.
- Available with or without feet.
- Minimum order = 2 unit
**STEP CHOcks**

*Step Chocks come in three versatile sizes.*
- Works faster against the golden hour during rescue maneuvers.
- Quick deployment and easy to carry to accident scene.
- Ensures stability when using hydraulic tools.

**Standard Step Chock**
- Noble Item #NAS094716
- MPN #SC-1
- Dimensions: 24 1/2” x 5 3/4” Base x 3 3/4” W x 10 3/4” H
- Ideal for standard Passenger véhicules.
- Working Load: 4,400kg/ 7,700lbs.

**Medium Step Chock**
- MPN #SC-2
- Dimensions: 29 1/2” x 9” Base x 4 1/2” W x 17 1/4” H
- Ideal for SUVs.
- Working Load: 4,400kg/ 7,700lbs.
- Weight: 16.7 kg/37lbs.

**Giant Step Chock**
- MPN #SC-3
- Dimensions: 29 1/2” x 9” Base x 4 1/2” W x 17 1/4” H
- Ideal for SUVs.
- Working Load: 4,400kg/ 7,700lbs.
- Weight: 16.7 kg/37lbs.
Forklift Repair- Industrial Block Stabilization Kit R

Leading forklift manufacturers insist that their technicians use Turtle Plastics IBS-R Kit to stabilize forklift equipment during repairs. Unlike wood mast blocking, our engineered plastic mast blocking is tested to a vertical working load. This kit fits into service vans when technicians are at customer site and complying with any facility that has zero wood initiatives.

- Noble Item # NAS094720
- MPN #IBS Kit-R
- Contains:
  - (2) 4”x4”x48” specialty Dura Stat Mast Supports (not sold individually)
  - (2) 2”x2”x24” specialty Dura Stat Mast Support Extenders (not sold individually)
  - (2) WC-1 wheel chocks
  - (2) HDC-10 Little Black Diamond Crib
  - (2) Bessey Clamps
  - (1) Carrying Bag (15.5”x15.5”x22.5”)
- Bonus Items: Choice of either (2) RZ-17-1-10* Stockpicker Rizers or (2) 2B Lock Blocks.
- Kit Weight: 103.41 kg/228 lbs.

Hybrid Crib Toter Kit

The Toter is specially designed nylon strapping that keeps nine (9) hybrid 44PL-18 or 44-18 plastic cribbing blocks organized into one cube. Two cubes are included in the kit.

- Noble Item # NAS094718
- MPN #CT44PL-18 if using the 44PL-18 blocks or Part #CT44-18 if using the 44-18 blocks
- Ergonomic features reduce injuries.
- Ideal for storage in compact cabinets or spaces.
- Includes weather-resistant nylon bag. Bag can be purchased separately.
- (2) Toters plus (18) Hybrid Crib or 44-18 Crib
- Weight: 58.06 kg/128lbs.
Quick Response Kit
The Quick Response Kit was developed for first responders, such as EMS, sheriff, state highway patrol, and local police officers. This first responder stabilization kit is portable with a convenient carry bag that fits into car trunks and smaller apparatus cabinets.
- Noble Item # NAS094717
- MPN #QR-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Step Chocks</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3” W x 8 1/2” Long Wedge</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1” Thick x 9” Sq. Turtle Lock Block</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2” Thick x 9” Sq. Turtle Lock Block</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair of Wheel Chocks</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25”x 15”x16” Carrying Bag</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (in lbs.)</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FEMA/USAR Kit
Our FEMA/Urban Search and Rescue Kit includes cribbing components required for stabilization during disaster relief and recovery. Easily transportable; kit fits into trunks, pickup trucks or smaller apparatus compartments.
- Noble Item # NAS094719
- MPN #FEMA USAR KIT B-GEN 2-BAGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Part # USAR KIT B-Gen 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4”x4”x18” Hybrid Crib</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4”x4”x20” Wedges</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2”x4”x18” Pyramid Crib</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2”x4”x12” Wedge</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair of Wheel Chocks</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Step Chock</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18”x18”x11 1/2” Mod Pad w/Level</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6”x7”x24” Super Crib</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6”x7”x24” Super Wedge</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4”x4”x6” Shoring Crib</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock Block Kit 1B/2B/3B</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB - Carrying Bag</td>
<td>2 Bags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT - Crib Toters</td>
<td>3 Toters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (in lbs.)</td>
<td>736</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOBLE’S SUPPLY SOLUTIONS FOR MILITARY AND GOVERNMENT

E-COMMERCE SOLUTIONS
Noble offers a convenient way to purchase the products you need to support your mission. Our e-commerce shop provides enhanced search functionality with the ability to view the products available on each contract and filter by category and brand.

ALPHA ORDERING SYSTEM
Noble’s exclusive ALPHA ordering system makes mission supply easier. Registration is quick and easy at noble.com. Once registered, you will get access to our vast catalog and will be able to submit RFQs, place orders and track order status. Our systems collect requirements, forecast demand, manage and optimize delivery, and generate the reports you need. Additional features are total order visibility, real-time MIPR/budget accounting, and audit-ready reporting. Whether at home or in theater, you can log in to order products, track purchases, and receive customer support.

VALUE-ADDED SERVICES
Noble is more than just a storefront on your base. We're more than an e-commerce company with millions of brand name products. Also, we are more than a logistics partner. Noble provides customized logistics solutions to meet your unique needs. You can turn to us knowing you can rely on product expertise, compliance with all the materials requirements and processes of government, fast shipping, order tracking, and complete visibility.

WHEN DISASTER STRIKES, SO DO WE.
Disaster relief is one of Noble’s strongest core competencies; we are prepared 24 hours per day to provide critical support in this area. Noble is recognized as a U.S. Government go-to supplier for emergency supplies and building materials, providing swift and sustained access to the equipment, supplies, and materials necessary for emergency planning, response, and recovery.

KITTING AND OUTFITTING
From tools for airplane maintenance to emergency supplies for FEMA, Noble is available to build customized kits, making your repetitive tasks more efficient.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
With a global network of storefronts and warehouses, Noble manages complex inventories to meet your requirements, providing instant access to the materials necessary for immediate responses to natural disasters, as well as the ability to expedite regular shipments of tools and operational supplies. Our automated processes include barcoding and scanning, end-to-end inventory planning and replenishment, with total asset visibility from order to delivery.

With a proven global network of operations, a team of experienced logisticians and mission-tested support, Noble is your complete supply and logistics solution.

OUR GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN
Noble offers a wide array of supplies, equipment, and materials to support the purchasing requirements of the United States Government. Our supply chain is designed to meet any need, from replacement parts to end-to-end sustainment.

• Industrial & MRO Supplies
• Tools, Hardware & Building Supplies
• Foodservice Equipment
• Janitorial Supplies
• Safety & Personal Protection Equipment
• Material Handling & Storage
• Tactical & Law Enforcement Gear
• Marine Supplies
• Office Supplies, Furniture, and IT Products
• Heavy Machinery
• Construction Equipment
• Emergency Preparation, Response and Recovery Supplies
• AbilityOne® Products
• Green Products

NOBLE’s supply solutions for military and government include e-commerce solutions that provide enhanced search functionality, an exclusive ordering system that makes mission supply easier, value-added services that go beyond a storefront, and a robust disaster relief capability. Noble offers a variety of products through its global supply chain, covering a wide range of categories from industrial and MRO supplies to tactical and law enforcement gear.
LET US BE YOUR SINGLE SOURCE SOLUTION!

Noble is the global supply chain solution for military and government. Our mission is to deliver technology-based solutions to the world’s most difficult logistical challenges – no matter how tough the challenge, how long the mission, or how far from home. We are shaping the future of commerce through innovation, talent, and unwavering sense of duty to our Nation.

Noble delivers what you need, when you need it.
- Noble’s footprint includes operation centers, storefronts on military bases, distribution centers and consolidation points located around the world.
- We stock over one million items from our supply chain of over 11,000 manufacturers including many of the most trusted brands in the MRO and construction industry.

Noble reduces the cost of readiness while rapidly responding to today’s challenges. Turtle Plastics and many other top Safety brands are available under your state contract with Noble.

State Contracts through Noble Supply & Logistics
- Oregon Master Agreement # 8504
- California – Contract # 7-18-51-04
- Connecticut – Contract # 17PSX0232
- Massachusetts – Contract # FAC101
- New Hampshire – Contract # 8002349
- North Dakota – Contract # 255-1
- South Carolina – Contract # 4400024362
- Utah – Contract # MA2882
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